The control problem for linearised three-dimensional perturbations about a nominal laminar boundary layer over a flat plate (the Blasius profile) is considered. With a view to preventing the laminar to turbulent transition, appropriate inputs, outputs, and feedback controllers are synthesised that can be used to stabilise the system. The linearised Navier-Stokes equations are reduced to the Orr-Sommerfeld and Squire equations with wall-normal velocity actuation entering through the boundary conditions on the wall. An analysis of the work-energy balance is used to identify an appropriate sensor output that leads to a passive system for certain values of the streamwise and spanwise wavenumbers. Even when the system is unstable, it is demonstrated that strictly positive real feedback can stabilise this system using the special output.
Introduction
The viscous effects in unseparated flow over a body are concentrated in a thin layer adjacent to the body's surface known as the boundary layer. The no-slip condition for the fluid velocity on this surface leads to a form of drag known as skin friction drag. The size of this force depends strongly on whether the flow is laminar or turbulent with laminar boundary layers producing less drag. Hence, there is a great deal of motivation to prevent transition between the two flow regimes from occurring.
Historically, the transition problem has been studied by linearising the Navier-Stokes equations about a nominal velocity profile consisting of a baseline laminar flow and addressing the stability of small perturbations [10, 17] . For boundary layer flows over a flat plate, this profile has typically been taken to be the two-dimensional Blasius solution [16] . If a two-dimensional spatial Fourier transform is taken of the linearised equations (corresponding to assuming spatially oscillating perturbations in the streamwise and spanwise directions), one arrives at the Orr-Sommerfeld equation describing the wall-normal velocity component and two parallel infinite plates and the Blasius boundary layer is the two-dimensional laminar flow over a semi-infinite flat plate. This paper will concentrate on the latter case. The use of linear models to develop linear controllers for what is generally considered to be a nonlinear phenomenon (transition to turbulence) has been championed by many authors who have argued that linear control systems based on linear models can deal with the initial linear amplification of disturbances, thus preventing the subsequent nonlinear transition behaviour [13] .
The type and location of the sensors and actuators has a profound effect on the achievable stability, performance, and robustness of a feedback strategy. Sensor and actuator locations have been considered by Belson et al. [2] in the Blasius case. A very useful paradigm for robust feedback controller design is passivity-based control. Passive systems [9] are those that only store or dissipate energy. Strict passivity is a stronger property than passivity and corresponds to systems that only consume (dissipate) energy. The passivity theorem [9] states that the negative feedback interconnection of a passive system and a strictly passive system (with finite gain) is L 2 -stable, that is, L 2 (finite energy) inputs produce L 2 (finite energy) outputs.
In a previous work [8] , we studied the passivity property in two dimensions in the context of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation with actuation inputs implemented as wall-normal velocity. A dual output (based on energy analysis) was shown to be the second spatial derivative (normal direction) of the streamwise velocity perturbation at the wall. Although passivity of the model relating this input and output could not be demonstrated, it was shown that an appropriate closed-loop system could be made passive with a baseline Poiseuille flow but not with a Blasius flow. Passivity ideas have been employed by Sharma et al. [18] and Heins et al. [11] in the stabilisation of a Poiseuille flow (the fully developed flow in a channel between two parallel plates).
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 defines the key notions involving passivity. In Sect. 3, we resume the passivity analysis from [8] , this time in three spatial dimensions using both the Orr-Sommerfeld and Squire equations. In Sect. 4, spatial discretisation of the OrrSommerfeld and Squire equations is accomplished using Hermite cubic finite elements to describe the wall-normal velocity and vorticity components. This approach was originally used for the Orr-Sommerfeld equation with Poiseuille flows by Mamou and Khalid [14] . In Sect. 5, stabilisation using the passivity-based output is demonstrated at a Reynolds number and wavenumber pair that is open-loop unstable. Section 6 presents some concluding remarks.
Feedback controller design

Passivity and feedback design
Consider the feedback system shown in Fig. 1 
Consider a system m(t) = (Ge)(t) where the operator G : L 2e → L 2e (possibly nonlinear and timevarying) maps the input e ∈ L 2e into the output m ∈ L 2e . The gain of G (which is the induced norm on L 2 ) is defined to be ||G|| = sup
If the system G is square (the number of inputs in e is equal to the number of outputs in m), the operator G is defined to be strictly passive if
dt, ∀e ∈ L 2e , 0 ≤ T < ∞, for some > 0 and real constant δ which may depend on the initial conditions of G. If = 0, the system is passive.
If G is linear time-invariant (LTI) (and finite dimensional), it is describable by the standard state-space model
where (˙) denotes the time derivative. This system can be described using transfer functions: m(s) = G(s)e(s) where m(s) denotes the Laplace transform of m(t) (a common abuse of notation) and G(s) is the system transfer (function) matrix. The quantity s denotes the complex-valued Laplace transform variable and i = √ −1. Note that G(s) = C(s I − A) −1 B+ D is the transfer matrix corresponding to the state-space model in Eqs. (1) and (2) . Here, I is the identity matrix of appropriate dimension. If the system is minimal, i.e., it is controllable and observable, then L 2 -stability of G (e ∈ L 2 implies that m = Ge ∈ L 2 ) corresponds to the matrix A having eigenvalues with negative real parts. For stable LTI systems, the gain can be shown (Vidyasagar, 1992) to be ||G|| = ||G(s)|| ∞ = sup The importance of passivity for feedback design lies in the passivity theorem [9] , which addresses the feedback system shown in Fig. 1 . One form of the passivity theorem states that if G is passive and K is strictly passive with finite gain, then
Another useful property of passive systems stems from the fact that negative feedback interconnections of passive systems are also passive. Also, the negative feedback interconnection of a passive system and a strictly passive one is also strictly passive. This has important repercussions for systems with uncertainty modelled as a passive system in negative feedback with a nominal plant (see Fig. 2 where the uncertainty is modelled as an operator : L 2e → L 2e ). It has been noted by Sharma et al. [18] that the nonlinearities in the Navier-Stokes equations can be modelled as passive uncertainty in negative feedback with a linearised model. With reference to Fig. 2 , if the negative feedback interconnection of G and K is strictly passive (this system is denoted by H) and the perturbation is passive, then the closed-loop system is L 2 -stable, i.e., d 1 
It should be noted that although passivity of G and strict passivity of K are sufficient for H to be strictly passive, they are not necessary conditions. An interesting design problem for LTI systems is the following: given G(s) (not necessarily passive), find
SPR [15] which would mean that the system in Fig. 2 is L 2 -stable for passive .
When the system H in Fig. 2 is not passive, some robustness properties can still be obtained using the notions of conic sectors and the conic sector theorem. Following Zames [20] and Bridgeman and Forbes [6] , the system H :
∀e ∈ L 2e , T ≥ 0. It is strictly in the conic sector (denoted
We will be interested in systems H ∈ cone[a c , ∞] with a c < 0. For a stable LTI system with transfer matrix H(s), a simple (temporal) Fourier transform of Eq. (3) shows that
The conic sector theorem [20] as presented by Bridgeman and Forbes [6] states that the system in Fig. 2 is
with a c < 0 and ∈ cone(0, −1/a c ). This implies that is passive and it is possible to show that || || < −1/a c . Hence, a stable LTI system H with transfer matrix satisfying Eq. (4) in negative feedback with a passive system whose L 2 gain is less than −1/a c will be L 2 -stable.
Strictly positive real design
Consider the case where G and K correspond to LTI systems with transfer matrices G(s) = C(s I − A) − 
. A state feedback gain can be chosen to minimise the quadratic performance index
where the weighting matrices are chosen such that Q is symmetric and non-negative definite and R is selected to be symmetric and positive definite. This is the wellknown linear quadratic regulator (LQR) which has the feedback solution ν(t) = −K LQR x(t) with feedback gain K LQR = R −1 B T P LQR . The matrix P LQ R is the solution of the algebraic Riccati equation
Our approach to SPR design is based on [3] . The SPR controller is given by K c = K LQ R , A c = A − B K LQR , and
The non-negative definite matrix Q and the positive definite matrices R (used to design K L Q R ) and Q c are free design parameters. Eq. (6) coupled with P K e = K T c ensures that the control system satisfies the Kalman-Yakubovich Lemma [19] and hence is SPR.
Model order reduction
The controller designs presented above have assumed a fullorder model. A controller with a reduced number of states can be developed by employing a controller design using a reduced-order model. Assume that the system G(s) has been transformed to modal form. Assuming that the eigenvalues of A, λ i , are distinct, the modal system is given by
If distinct eigenvalues are assumed, the conditions for modal controllability and modal observability are ||b α || > 0 and ||ĉ α || > 0. A reduced-order model can be created using those modes with the largest values of ||b α ||·||ĉ α ||. Hence, they are the most controllable/observable as measured by the product of the modal controllability and observability norms.
Motivation for a passivity analysis and passivity-based control
This paper seeks to analyse the passivity properties of the linearised system relating the wall-normal velocity as actuation to an appropriate sensor output in the case of the flow perturbations acting on the Blasius boundary layer. Hence, the passivity analysis answers the question "what should be measured if the actuation is wall-normal blowing and suction?" Determining an output that leads to a passive system produces a system that is easy to stabilise since any strictly passive negative feedback controller leads to this result. Hence, a large family of stabilising controllers is available. Using a strictly passive feedback controller (or an SPR controller in the LTI case), one produces a closed-loop system whose stability is robust with respect to passive perturbations connected in a feedforward arrangement (which continues to produce a passive plant) or a negative feedback arrangement (which is stable if the nominal closed-loop system is strictly passive). As will be examined in a later section, the feedforward perturbation could correspond to the system nonlinearities. The feedback perturbation could correspond to unmodelled sensor and actuator dynamics.
3 Passivity analysis of the Orr-Sommerfeld/Squire equations
Blasius boundary layer
We consider a three-dimensional flow field occupying the
with a base parallel laminar flow (U (y), 0, 0) and associated pressure field P(x, y, z, t). The Blasius boundary layer flow (Schlichting, 1979) is depicted in Fig. 3 and we shall take a = 0. Although b → ∞, a finite computational boundary for b will be employed as discussed below. The nominal laminar flow (U , V , 0) is known to be nonparallel (V = 0), but we shall make the approximation V = 0 and take U (y) to be the Blasius solution: U (y) = d f (η)/dη (this has been nondimensionalised using the free-stream velocity U 0 ) where
The displacement thickness is given by H = δ * = 1.7207876573
√ μx d /(ρU 0 ) where the free-stream velocity is U 0 . The local Reynolds number will be denoted by Re = ρU 0 δ * /μ where ρ is the fluid density and μ is the absolute viscosity. The displacement thickness δ * will nondimensionalise length and U 0 will nondimensionalise velocity.
As noted above, we will use a finite computational domain with b = (24/H ) √ μx d /(ρU 0 ) (dimensionless) and at this boundary we will impose an inviscid asymptotic solution to be described in the next section.
Orr-Sommerfeld/Squire equations
Assuming small perturbations u(x, y, z, t), v(x, y, z, t), w(x, y, z, t), and p(x, y, z, t) about the Blasius flow, the linearised incompressible Navier-Stokes equations [10] are
where U (y) = dU (y)/dy and
It has been assumed that quantities are nondimensionalised using the velocity U 0 and distance H . The boundary conditions are taken to be
, z, t) = 0 and the control variable is taken to be v(x, a, z, t), which corresponds to wall-normal blowing and suction.
Introducing the wall-normal vorticity
it can be shown [17] that Eqs. (8)- (11) can be simplified to yield equations for the wall-normal velocity v and vorticity ζ :
Introducing the spatial Fourier transform in the x and z directions, or alternatively letting
wherev andζ are the complex amplitudes and α, β are the real wavenumbers, leads to the Orr-Sommerfeld and Squire equations [17]:
where
and I is the identity operator. The boundary conditions arê
The (real) control inputs are taken to be
(the vector ν should not be confused with the scalar velocity components u and v; note that the symbol ν will not be used in this paper to refer to a fluid's kinematic viscosity).
Passivity analysis
In this section, it will be assumed that b → ∞ with boundary
The energy E(t) ≥ 0 is taken to be [17]
where In the hopes of obtaining a passive input-output pair, the observation is defined to be 
Clearly, the first three integrated terms on the right-hand side of these two equations, as well as 2k 2 ReE os (T ), are nonnegative. However, the term containing U (y) is indefinite and, potentially, destroys the passivity of the mapping from the input ν to the output m os . In the absence of this term, the mapping is passive. In particular, for α = 0, we have from Eq. (26), that
which is a statement of passivity. This can be significant because it was shown by Butler and Farrell [7] that for Re = 1000, the case of maximum transient growth occurs for α = 0, β = 0.65. In physical terms, Eq. (27) states that the work done on the fluid as measured by the sensor/actuator combination is non-negative (neglecting the initial conditions); hence, the work done by the fluid is not positive indicating that it only stores or consumes energy. In general, there are stabilising influences to be had using this sensor/actuator pair. For example, using the simplest strictly passive output feedback law, ν(t) = −K m os (t),K > 0, may lead to a stable closed-loop system. Introducing it into Eq. (24) yieldṡ
which demonstrates the potential of the output feedback law to lead to an energy-dissipative closed-loop system if the two terms containing (2k 2 Re) −1 are able to dominate the last term. Similar results can be obtained using an SPR controller which essentially mimics a positive definite gain on a frequency-by-frequency basis.
Measurements
Taking the Fourier transform of the continuity equation in Eq. (8) while differentiating twice with respect to y yieldŝ
Taking the Fourier transform of Eqs. (9) and (10) 
which is the desired result. This shows that the special output identified above, m os , is obtainable from pressure measurements at the wall and knowledge of the control input ν. In the case where α = 0, the control input is not required.
Nonlinear passivity analysis
In this section, we will find it helpful to define wall functions using the notational paradigm
123 with corresponding two-dimensional spatial Fourier transform
(note that the wave number dependence has been explicitly indicated.) It will be helpful to introduce an inner product for wall functions:
where we have used Parseval's theorem for the latter expression.
We introduce an extended space of wall functions according to L 2e,w = {e w | e w , e w T ,w < ∞, 0 ≤ T < ∞}. Consider a system H w : L 2e,w → L 2e,w with input e w and output m w = H w e w . We will say that H w is in the conic sector (4) at each value of (α, β), then the corresponding operator H w in the combined time and space domains will also be in the cone [a c , ∞]. This approach to controller design is depicted in Fig. 4 . In this figure, the blocks F T and I FT correspond to the (spatial) Fourier transform and its inverse, respectively. The block N corresponds to a parallel feedforward representing the nonlinear part of the mapping from v w to v yyy,w .
Let us express the time and space domain mapping from v w to v yyy,w as
where L is the linear mapping expressed in Eq. (30) and N is nonlinear. Consider the fully nonlinear incompressible Navier-Stokes equations describing the flow field (U (y) + u, v, w) and the pressure field P + p(x, y, z, t) (the precursor of the linearised equations in Eqs. (8)- (11); we do not write them down to conserve space). If one differentiates the nonlinear version of Eq. (9) with respect to x, the nonlinear version of Eq. (10) with respect to y, and the nonlinear version of Eq. (11) with respect to z and evaluates them at the wall, one arrives at
where the no-slip boundary conditions have been applied in conjunction with the continuity equation. Interestingly, one arrives at the same equations using the linearised NavierStokes equations. Using Eq. (39), one can write
123 Fig. 4 Approach to feedback design
The linear part of the mapping follows from the inverse (spatial) Fourier transform of Eq. (30):
Combining these two equations yields
Adding Eqs. (38)- (40) while using the continuity equation yields
which when used in Eq. (43) implies that N (v w ) = 0. This has been reflected in Fig. 4 . Hence, the mapping between our chosen control inputs and measured outputs is linear within the scope of the assumptions that have been made. In Fig. 4 , a disturbance input d w (x, z, t) has been added in addition to the control input v w (x, z, t) as well as a feedback perturbation w : L 2e,w → L 2e,w . To present the fundamental stability result governing this setup, let us define the space of finite energy functions L 2,w = {e w | lim T →∞ e w , e w w,T < ∞}. Now apply Zames's conic sector theorem [20] 
Spatial discretisation using finite elements
It is assumed that the y-domain [a, b] is broken into N e equally sized finite elements (width ) with the value of y at the nodes (element boundaries) denoted by y j = ( j − 1) , j = 1, . . . , N e + 1 where = (b − a)/N e . Let us denote the value ofv and its derivative at the nodes by v j (t) =v(y j , t) and v j (t) =v y (y j , t) with similar definitions for ζ j (t) and ζ j (t). Within the jth element, the following trial solutions are assumed:
and
where y = ( j − 1 +ŷ) andŷ is a local element coordinate system with 0 ≤ŷ ≤ 1. This element description was used by Mamou and Khalid [14] in the case of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation for Poiseuille flow. Our application to the controlled Orr-Sommerfeld/Squire equations is novel. 
where the global matrices and can be partitioned as
The boundary conditions are now applied by setting v 1 = ζ 1 = ζ N e +1 = 0 and taking the terms involving v 1 to the right-hand side of the equation to form the control input. We also set v N e +1 = −kv N e +1 . Defining 
}e where q os,r = e{q os }, q os,i = m{q os }, q sq,r = e{q sq }, q sq,i = m{q sq }, then the methods of Damaren [8] can be used to derive a statespace model of the form in Eqs. (1) and (2) .
If x is partitioned as x = col{x os , x sq }, then the matrices in the state-space model can be partitioned as
Given the structure of A, the modes can be decomposed into two sets [17] . The Orr-Sommerfeld modes correspond to the eigenvalues of A os with eigenvectors of the form x = col{x os ,x sq } (note thatx sq = 0 when β = 0 since A c = 0 in that case). The Squire modes correspond to eigenvalues of A sq with eigenvectors of the form x = col{0,x sq }. Hence, there is the possibility that both the Orr-Sommerfeld and Squire modes are controllable using e. However, all of the Squire modes are completely unobservable using the output m os for which C sq = 0. This can be mitigated to some extent because all of the Squire modes are asymptotically stable [17] and hence are stabilisable. However, it was noted by Butler and Farrell [7] that the initial conditions contributing the most to transient energy growth contained streamwise vortices. Given that the stability properties predicted by the passivity theorem are input-output results, we do not speculate on the ability of the proposed input/output combination to suppress large transient growth imparted by the initial conditions. 
Numerical example
In an effort to validate our numerical approach, we begin by considering N e = 240 finite elements and an upper edge dimension of b = 24. Given the availability of data from Schmid and Henningson, [17] , the initial parameters are taken to be Re = 800, α = 0.25, β = 0.2. The ensuing discrete spectrum that is obtained from the eigenvalues of A in Eq. (50) is given in Table 1 Let us return to the case Re = 800, α = 0.25, and β = 0.20 which is unstable (and hence nonpassive). Examining the eigenvalues of A − B D −1 C reveals a zero at s = 0.2412 and hence the system is unstable and nonminimum phase. However, as intimated in Eq. (28) et seq., energy dissipativeness may be possible using an SPR controller. To illustrate this, we employed the design procedure of Sec. 2.2 using a reduced-order modal model with the 16 most controllable/observable modes and Q = C . Although K (s) is determined using a reduced-order model, the closed-loop stability calculation and the determination of H(s) make use of the full-order model of G(s). Given the negative excursion of the smallest eigenvalue, we conclude that H(s) is not positive real since a c . = −0.108. However, it does belong to the conic sector [a c , ∞] and hence is guaranteed to be stable when placed in negative feedback with an uncertainty block strictly belonging to the conic sector (0, −1/a c ).
Conclusions
The important property of passivity has been examined in the case of the boundary-feedback controlled Orr-Sommerfeld/ Squire equations. A study of the work-energy balance was used to select the appropriate sensed variables corresponding to wall-normal velocity actuation. This corresponded to the third derivative (wall-normal direction) of the wall-normal velocity, which it was demonstrated can be constructed from pressure measurements made along the wall. This choice of sensing and actuation was shown to lead to passivity when the streamwise wavenumber α was equal to zero. This was validated by looking at the Nyquist plot for a typical case. Unfortunately, the Squire modes are not observable from this output which limited its applicability. However, it was shown that stabilisation could be achieved in an unstable case using a strictly positive real controller and this output. An analysis was presented that showed that a series of stabilising linear designs at each wavenumber pair could provide stability of the original nonlinear distributed parameter system.
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